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!   This presentation is based on:  

!   Rendaku in Japanese Dialects That Retain Prenasalization 
(Vance, Miyashita & Irwin) given in October 2011 at 
Japanese/Korean Linguistics 21 at Seoul National University  

!   Rendaku in the Kahoku Dialect of  Yamagata, Japan 
(Miyashita, Vance & Irwin) given in November 2012 at the 
Alberta Conference of  Linguistics, University of  Lethbridge, 
Canada 

!   Rendaku Lovers, Rendaku Haters and the Linguistic Curve 
(Irwin) given in November 2012 at Japanese/Korean 
Linguistics 22 at NINJAL, Tokyo 

!   山形県河北町調査報告：話者とのネットワーク活動について 
(宮下) given in June 2012 at the NINJAL Rendaku 
Encylopedia Workshop, Yamaguchi City 	





!   Rendaku – or sequential voicing – is a productive 
morphophonemic process found in Japanese 

 

!   It is a process found only in compounds (or prefixes 
+ bases) and is restricted to non-initial elements 
which begin in a voiceless obstruent 

 

!   The initial voiceless obstruent of  a non-initial 
element may voice 

 

!   Some examples are shown in the following slide 



kawa   +  soko    >  kawa.zoko  

‘river’    ‘bottom’   ‘riverbed’ 

cuke   +  cume   >  cuke.zume 

‘attach’    ‘fingernail’   ‘false nail’ 

 

hana   +  kami   >  hana.gami 

‘nose’    ‘paper’    ‘tissue’ 

 

uširo   +  tate   >  uširo.date 

‘behind’   ‘shield’    ‘backer, supporter’ 

 

 

 

 



!  Rendaku is not restricted to Modern Tokyo 
Japanese 

 

!  Synchronically, it is found in all modern 
Japanese dialects, though research has been 
insufficient for determining to what extent 
behaviour differs 

 

!  Diachronically, it is found in texts throughout 
all stages of  the history of  the language 

 Sasaki (2008), Hizume (2010), Tamaoka & Ikeda (2010), Ōta (2010, 2011), Kupchik (2012), Vance, Miyashita & Irwin (in press)  



!  Some of  you may have noticed that I stated earlier 
that ‘the initial voiceless obstruent [of  a non-initial 
element] may voice’ 

!  This is because many decades of  detailed research on 
rendaku have shown that the process is hedged with 
constraints and conditions  

!  There are many instances where rendaku may occur 
but does not  

!  Many of  these cases can be explained in a principled 
manner by rules and conditions (systematic 
resistance), but some cannot (unsystematic, or 
chaotic, resistance) 

 





There are six types of  systematic processes which 
block or inhibit rendaku. These are based on: 

 

   Motoori’s/Lyman’s Law 

   vocabulary strata 

   coordinate compounds 

   the ‘right-branching rule’ 

   bare numeral initial elements 

   /m/ < original /b/ 



Motoori’s/Lyman’s Law 

!   If  a non-initial element already contains a voiced obstruent, then 
rendaku is blocked  

 

aši   +  kubi   >  aši.kubi (*aši.gubi)  

‘leg’    ‘neck’   ‘ankle’ 

mamizu  +  kurage  >  mamizu.kurage (*mamizu.gurage) 

‘freshwater’   ‘jellyfish’  ‘freshwater jellyfish’ 

Motoori (1822), Lyman (1894), Martin (1952), Vance (1980a), Suzuki (2005) 



Vocabulary	  Strata	  
!  According to generally accepted theory,  Japanese 

has four vocabulary strata: native, mimetic, Sino-
Japanese and foreign 

!  Rendaku does not occur in the mimetic stratum 

!   It occurs only occasionally (around 10% of  the time) 
in the Sino-Japanese stratum  

!  Rendaku does not occur in the foreign stratum (with 
only a very few exceptions: e.g. karuta,  kaQpa, 
kanakiN, etc.)  

Nakagawa (1966), Takayama (2005), Irwin (2005, 2011), Vance (2007) 



Coordinate	  Compounds 
!  Coordinate, or dvandva, compounds resist 

rendaku: goma.šio ‘salt with sesame’ taN.seki 
‘coughing and phlegm’ cuki.hi ‘time’ 

!  However, reduplicative coordinate compounds 
do undergo rendaku: kata.gata ‘people’ hore.bore 
‘charming’  šina.jina ‘goods’ 

!  That said, mimetic-like reduplicative coordinate 
compounds, as expected, resist: šiwa.šiwa 
‘wrinkled’  fusa.fusa ‘bushy’  cuya.cuya ‘glossy’ 

Okumura (1955), Otsu (1980), Vance (1987) 



The Right Branching Rule 

!  Rendaku is restricted to elements on the right 
branch of  a constituent structure  

!  Thus, [nuri.gasa].ire ‘case for lacquered umbrellas’ 
but nuri.[kasa.ire] ‘umbrella case which is lacquered’ 

!   In other words, rendaku is blocked when a 
compound is itself  part of  a larger compound:  
fuyoo.teate ‘family allowance’  jidoo.furikomi 
‘automatic transfer’ 

Otsu (1980), Itô & Mester (1986), Vance (1980b), Kubozono (2005) 



Bare Numeral Initial Elements 

!   When the initial element of  a compound is a bare 
numeral, rendaku is typically resisted: hito.te ‘single-
handed’  yo.sumi ‘four corners’  nana.kusa ‘the seven 
spring plants’ 

!   This is not the case with ‘full’ numerals or with Sino-
Japanese numerals: icucu.boši ‘5-star’  micu.gašiwa 
‘buckbean’  seN.giri ‘thin strip’ 

!   While other elements also have a dampening effect on 
rendaku, I will not consider their presence to constitute a 
systematic constraint. Such elements include: kata ‘one of  
two’  hacu ‘first, initial’  kara ‘Cathay’ 

Nakagawa (1966), Satō (1989), Itō (2008), Irwin (2012) 



/m/ from original /b/	

!  A few non-initial elements contain an /m/ 
derived from an original /b/: kemuri < keburi 
‘smoke’  himo < hibo ‘string’ 

!  Here, rendaku is blocked 

!   In the very few cases where an /m/ alternates 
with a /b/ in the modern language, rendaku may 
be found in non-initial elements with /m/: 
samurai ~ saburai ‘samurai’ susamu ~ susabu ‘grow 
wild’  samu ~ sabu ‘cold’	

Nakamura (1966), Martin (1987) 



!  Of the six systematic constraints just described, all 
exhibit exceptions, though usually to only a very 
minor extent: these will not be discussed further here 

!  Moreover, parts of  speech undergo rendaku to 
varying degrees: resistance to rendaku is 
significantly high when a non-initial element is a 
verb or a deverbal noun – and particularly 
conspicuous when all elements in a compound are 
verbs  

!   It has also been claimed that rendaku is dampened 
when the non-initial element is a deverbal noun in 
an argument-type compound 

Okumura (1955), Vance (2005), Yamaguchi (2011) 





!   Logic thus tells us that, in a non-dvandva compound which 
does not violate the right-branching rule and whose initial 
element is not a bare numeral, a native Japanese non-initial 
element which is not a verb and which does not contain a 
voiced obstruent…  

!   [actually, despite all these constraints and conditions, there are 
thousands of  such examples] 

!    …should undergo rendaku 

!   This is not, however, the case 



!   Clearly there are other processes at play 

!   It is known that rendaku varies by dialect (though little 
research has been done). Dialect borrowing cannot be 
ignored either 

!   Sociolinguistic factors must also be at play: rendaku may 
vary by socio-economic group, by age cohort, by gender, 
etc., but there has been little research carried out here 
either 

!   The only data we can usefully apply are headwords in 
dictionaries 

!   Although individual Japanese speakers in the audience 
may disagree with the rendaku status of  some of  the 
headwords to be introduced, it is on dictionary 
headwords that the bulk of  previous research has had to 
rely 

Sasaki (2008), Tamaoka & Ikeda (2010), Ōta (2010, 2011), Vance, Miyashita & Irwin (in press) 



!   Individual non-initial elements undergo 
rendaku to varying degrees 

!  Some are rendaku immune – they never 
undergo rendaku: susuki ‘plume grass’, saki 
‘future, tip’, sumire ‘violet’, hama ‘beach’  

!  Most undergo rendaku most of  the time 
(kucuwa ‘horse bit’, same ‘shark’, kome ‘rice’), 
while a smaller number resist rendaku most of  
the time (take ‘mushroom’, ho ‘sail’, či ‘blood’) 

Nakagawa (1966), Vance (1979, 1987), Martin (1987), Rosen (2001, 2003), Irwin (2009) 



!   For a few non-initial elements, however, the small number 
of  compounds in which they appear means that it is 
difficult to assess to any acceptable level of  significance 
which way they lean 

 

!   A few compounds even have alternative pronunciations, 
where the same non-initial element has a rendaku and a 
non-rendaku alteration: mizu.tori ~ mizu.dori ‘waterfowl’  
cuke.širu ~ cuke.jiru ‘dipping sauce’   jimu.cukue ~ 
jimu.zukue ‘office desk 





!  Because of  well-known historical changes, 
some of  the alternations in the modern Tokyo 
dialect involve more than just a difference in 
voicing 

 

 

!  As a result, rendaku in the Tokyo dialect is 
rather opaque phonetically 

 

Vance 2011 



 

!  For example, /b/ alternates with /h/, not 
with /p/: 

 hone    sebone 

 骨 	 	 	背骨	

	ほね	 	 	せぼね	

 



!   In kana spelling, however, rendaku is transparent 

 

!  The difference between the voiced alternant and the 
voiceless alternant of  a morpheme is always just the 
presence versus absence of  the dakuten diacritic on the 
first letter 

 

!  There is little doubt that Tokyo speakers see all the 
rendaku alternations as instances of  the same general 
phenomenon 

	





!  In some other dialects, notably those of  the 
Tōhoku region, rendaku is even more 
phonetically opaque 

!  Also, since non-Tokyo dialects are not usually 
written, there is no orthographic support for 
treating the rendaku alternations in such a 
dialect as a unitary phenomenon 





!  Many Tōhoku dialects preserve the word-medial 
prenasalized voiced obstruents that existed in the 
Kinki region (and were thus the de facto standard) 
until as late as the early 17th century  

!  That is, these dialects have word-medial [mb  nd  
ndz  ŋg] corresponding to standard Japanese word-
medial [b  d  z  g] (ignoring more traditional 
Tokyo varieties that have medial [ŋ] for [g] in 
many words) 

!  In fact, the standard diachronic account of  the 
origin of  rendaku depends crucially on the 
presence of  such prenasalization in pre- and Old 
Japanese 

Irwin & Narrog (2012) 





!  Our presentation today will focus on the 
traditional dialects of  Yamagata Prefecture 

 

!  There is considerable diversity among these 
traditional dialects, but they generally have 
word-medial prenasalized voiced obstruents 
corresponding to word-medial plain voiced 
obstruents in the Tokyo dialect 



!  Yahagi (1969), still the standard work on 
Yamagata dialects, divides the prefecture into 4 
major and 9 minor zones by means of  a range 
of  isoglosses 

!  However, as is clear from the following slide, 
the most important isogloss divides the Shōnai 
(庄内) dialect zone from the remainder of  the 
prefecture 



670671

Yahagi (1970: 671)�



! Matsumori & Onishi (2012) posit a three-way contrast 
for obstruents in their phonemicization of  the 
Tsuruoka dialect (fairly representative of  the Shōnai 
district) 

!  Thus:    p ~ b ~ mb       t ~ d ~ nd       k ~ g ~ ŋ                     
   s ~ z ~ nz       sj ~ zj ~ nzj     cj ~ zj ~ nzj 



!  Our co-author, Mizuki Miyashita, grew up in 
Kahoku-chō (河北町), in the Murayama (村山) region 
of  Yamagata Prefecture 

 

!  She finds the dialect spoken in the Shōnai region, on 
the Sea of  Japan, almost incomprehensible 

!   In the rest of  today’s presentation, we use the 
Kahoku-chō dialect as a representative Yamagata 
dialect and refer to it by means of  the abbreviation 
KC 





!   KC population (2012): 19,551 

!   KC population has fallen 12% since 1985 

!   as is clear from the image below, the proportion of  over-70s 
in KC is considerably higher, and the proportion of  20-40 
year-olds considerably lower, than the national average 

法務省統計局 2005 



!   The core of  the pre-modern economy was based on safflower 
(紅花) and KC was comparatively wealthy 

!   A large proportion of  what is now KC was tenryō (天領)  



河北町紅花博物館	



Fieldwork 
!   May 2012 over two days 

 



!   20 -30 minute recording 
tasks  



Pronunciation Task 

!   Pictures & kanji in a carrier sentence: 



Reading Task 





!   As already noted, KC word-medial prenasalized voiced stops 
correspond to Tokyo word-medial plain voiced stops:   

  

 ‘window’  KC    Tokyo 

 窓   [mɑ̃ndo]   [mɑdo] 

 

!   In addition, word-medial plain voiced stops in KC correspond 
to Tokyo word-medial plain voiceless stops:  

 

 ‘target’  KC    Tokyo 

 的   [mɑdo]   [mɑto] 

 



!  We would expect instances of  rendaku in KC to be 
realized as prenasalized voiced obstruents, and this is 
what we find in many semantically opaque, fossilized 
compounds 

 

!  For example, Tokyo hamaguri 蛤 ‘clam’ is 
etymologically a compound of  hama 浜 ‘beach’ and 
kuri 栗 ‘chestnut’, and the corresponding word in 
Yamagata does indeed show prenasalization: 
[hamɑ̃ᵑgɨɾi] 

 

 



!  However, a compound newly coined in KC will 
apparently lack rendaku, as will a transparent 
compound borrowed from the Tokyo dialect 

 

!  An example of  what is probably a borrowing is the 
word corresponding to Tokyo te+gami 手紙 ‘letter’ (< 
te ‘hand’ + kami ‘paper’) 

 

!   In KC the word is pronounced [tegɑmi], not [tẽᵑgɑmi] 



!  Needless to say, the situation in KC, and in Yamagata 
in general, is complicated by the strong influence of  
the Tokyo dialect (so-called ‘standardization’), which 
has intensified since the mid-20th century 

 

!  This influence may well be indirect, of  course, with 
‘standard’ forms diffusing not straight from Tokyo 
itself  but via other urban centers (especially Yamagata 
City and Sendai)	



!   In any case, many vocabulary items allow alternative 
pronunciations 

 

!  For example, the KC word corresponding to Tokyo     
mi+goto 見事 ‘wonderful’ can be either:  

 

 [mĩᵑgodo] which feels old-fashioned to KC speakers 

    or  

 [migodo] without prenasalization 



!   The name of  Yamagata prefecture shows the same kind 
of  variation: 

  

 [jɑmɑ̃ᵑgɑdɑ] which feels old-fashioned to KC speakers 

    or  

 [jɑmɑgɑdɑ] without prenasalization 

 

[jɑmɑ ̃ᵑgɑdɑ] 
traditional 

[jɑmɑgɑdɑ] 
Tokyo-influenced  





!   KC examples corresponding to Tokyo words with /b/ are of  
particular interest 

 

!   As we mentioned earlier, in the Tokyo dialect rendaku pairs /h/ 
(< OJ [p]) with /b/ 

!   For example 

 beni   +  hana   >  beni.bana 

 ‘crimson’   ‘flower’   ‘safflower’ 



!   The corresponding KC words are: 

 [beɲi]   +  [hɑnɑ]  >  [beɲibɑnɑ] 

 ‘crimson’   ‘flower’   ‘safflower’ 

 

!   Note the absence of  prenasalization in [beɲibɑnɑ] 

 

!   It is possible that this KC word for ‘safflower’ used to have 
prenasalization and lost it, as seems to have happened in the case 
of  [migodo] ‘wonderful’ 

!   But even if  it was borrowed recently, the explanation for [b] is 
essentially the same: assimilation to the ‘standard’ 



 

!   Notice that the medial [b] in KC [beɲibɑnɑ] cannot be the 
result of  ‘undoing’ rendaku in a transparent compound 

 

!   Undoing rendaku would yield [h], not [b] 

!   There is a three-way [h]≠[p]≠[b] contrast in word-intial 
position in KC, just as there is in Tokyo 

 

!   But KC has a four-way [h]≠[p]≠[b]≠[ᵐb] contrast word-
medially	



!   So, word-initially:     

    KC    Tokyo 

chopsticks  箸   [hɑsɨ]    haši 

daddy   パパ   [pɑpɑ]   papa 

idiot   馬鹿   [bɑgɑ]    baka 

 

!   But, word-medially:  

    KC    Tokyo 

salt flat  塩浜   [sɨohɑ̃mˑɑ]   šiohama 

spicy   ぴりぴり  [piɾipiɾi]   piripiri 

echo   山びこ   [ jɑmɑbigo]   yamabiko 

sticky-outy  出臍   [dẽ̃ᵐbeso]   debeso 

 



!  Typical descriptions of  Tōhoku dialects imply 
that a word-initial voiceless stop and the 
corresponding word-medial voiced stop are 
realizations of  the same phoneme: 

 

[toɾi] 鳥 ‘bird’   [mɑdo] 的 ‘target’ 

  /tori/    /mato/ 



!  Such descriptions also imply that a word-initial 
voiced stop and the corresponding word-medial 
pre-nasalized stop are realizations of  the same 
phoneme: 

 

[doɾo] 泥 ‘mud’  [mɑ̃ⁿdo] 窓 ‘window’ 

  /doro/    /mado/ 



!   However, our KC-speaking co-author has the intuition that 
initial [b] and medial [b] are the same phoneme: 

  [beɲibɑnɑ]    =   /benibana/ 

 

!   Needless to say, this intuition about [b] casts doubt on the usual 
assumption that initial [t k] are realizations of  the same 
phonemes as medial [d g] 



!   Consider the pronunciation of  typical Sino-Japanese binoms: 

    KC    Tokyo 

road   道路   [doːɾo]   dooro 

highway  街道   [kɑidoː]   kaidoo 



!   The point is that we need a synchronic analysis of  the 
phonological system of  our co-author’s KC dialect before we 
can decide what counts as rendaku 

!   The analysis of  this dialect, and any other dialect for that 
matter, needs to abandon the presupposition that the 
‘underlying’ system is just like Tokyo Japanese 

 

!   It is also necessary to resist the temptation to think that all 
Tōhoku dialects are pretty much the same 

 

!   As mentioned earlier, there is significant diversity even within 
Yamagata Prefecture 





!   First of  all, there are phonetic details in the KC dialect that 
require careful consideration 

!   One is that prenasalization seems to have developed into a 
moraic nasal in some words: 

    KC    Tokyo 

grandma  婆   [bɑ̃mːbɑ]   baba 

fish paste  蒲鉾   [kɑmɑ̃ᵐbogo]  kamaboko 



!   In fact there is at least one case where the same etymological 
source appears to have developed into two separate words: 

 

    KC    Tokyo 

shade, behind  陰  [kɑ̃ŋːge]   kage 

shadow   影  [kɑ̃ᵑge]   kage 



!   Second, some KC nasals corresponding to Tokyo syllable-
initial nasals are longer than others, and these longer nasals 
nasalize the preceding vowel: 

 

    KC    Tokyo 

maiden   乙姫  [otoɕɨme]   oto+hime 

 

shoelace   靴紐  [kɨdzɨɕɨmˑo]   kucu+himo  ̃

˜ 



It could be that our co-author’s dialect has developed a 

phonemic distinction between nasal and oral vowels: 

紐	 ‘string’ 

[ɕɨme] 姫	 ? /hɨme/ 

[tẽᵐbɨɡɨɾo] 手袋	 ‘glove’ ? /tẽbɨgɨro/ 

[tɑmɑdebɑɡo] 玉手箱	 ‘treasure chest’ ? /tamadebago/

?/hɨmo/ 
˷

[ɕɨmˑo]
˷

‘princess’ 



!   A second source of  difficulty is the problem of  how to model 
the phonological system of  a bi-dialectal speaker 

 

!   It is well-known that the languages of  bilingual speakers 
influence each other to some degree even when the two 
languages are not related or typologically similar 

 

!   This kind of  mutual influence is even more profound in the 
case of  two dialects, especially when one is a ‘standard’ variety 
of  a national language 



!   Notions such as ‘co-existent phonemic systems’ and ‘co-
phonologies’ have been around for more than half  a century 

 

!   Furthermore, a bi-dialectal speaker does not have just two 
discrete varieties 

 

!   Instead, (s)he controls a continuum that ranges from 
near-‘standard’ to something much closer to a ‘pure’ 
traditional variety 

 

!   The situation is no different in principle from the notion of  a 
‘post-creole continuum’ 

Fries & Pike (1949) 



!  When an un-prenasalized, word-medial voiced stop in 
KC corresponds to a voiced stop in Tokyo, it is 
tempting to handle it as a kind of  unassimilated or 
only partially assimilated loanword 

 

!  This temptation is strengthened by the fact that some 
more transparent compounds have prenasalization, 
while some less transparent compounds lack it 



!   For example: 

 

hand  手  [te]    eye   目  [me] 

 

bag  袋  [ɸɨgɨɾo]   lid   蓋  [ɸɨdɑ] 

 

glove  手袋  [tẽᵐbɨgɨɾo]   eyelid   瞼  [mɑbɨdɑ] 

 

  ê      ê 

         native     Tokyo-influenced 



!   Of course, as we have already seen, the influence of  Tokyo is 
not confined to straightforward cases of  borrowing: i.e., the 
replacement of  a KC word with a Tokyo one 

!   A Tokyo word can influence the pronunciation of  a KC 
cognate, as in the case of  innovative [ jɑmɑgɑdɑ] pushing out 
old-fashioned [ jɑmɑ̃ᵑgɑdɑ] 

!   Although our co-author pronounces the word meaning ‘eyelid’ 
as [mɑbɨdɑ], without prenasalization, she remembers her 
grandfather saying [mɑ̃ᵐbɨdɑ], so this is presumably not a case 
of  simple borrowing 





! Rendaku investigation is complicated by the twin 
problems of  co-phonology and bi-dialectalism 

!  When it comes to rendaku in Tōhoku dialects, we 
cannot investigate how frequent rendaku is until we 
determine what (if  anything) counts as rendaku 

!  For this, we need a synchronic analysis of  the 
phonological system of  KC 

!  The presupposition that the ‘underlying system is just 
like Tokyo Japanese’ must be abandoned 

!   It is also necessary to resist the temptation to think 
that all Tōhoku dialects are essentially the same 
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